SHANE BARRON
Web Developer

(813) 778-5792
cshanebarron@gmail.com
http://sbarron.com
Tampa, FL

Dynamic and motivated Web Developer with experience and expertise in customer service, web programming,
and troubleshooting complex issues and concerns. Accomplished leader with comprehensive business acumen,
eﬀective collaboration skills, and team building prowess. Proven and demonstrated knowledge of organizational
eﬀectiveness, communications, and strategic vision. Focused high performer driving motivated communications
to keep fluid and streamline operations and driving business growth.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Freelance Web Developer

SKILLS
Self Employed | 2008 - Present

Ensure comprehensive creation of high-profile websites for clients within a wide variety of
fields.
Handling all verbal and written communications between hosting companies, clients, and
vendors.
Create Illustrations using Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop.
Utilized industry specific applications including Hyper-V to create and run virtual Ubuntu
servers for backups and personal Gitlab instances.
Built and sustained a profitable social networking website including theme building, PHP,
MySQL, JavaScript, and Laravel.

IT/Quality Manager

Outback Essentials | 2008

Ensured proper setup of Windows Server and workstations throughout a production
environment.
Created and implemented database application to handle multiple plant data.
Ensured comprehensive creation of illustrations for the marketing department utilizing
Photoshop and Illustrator.
Drove processes and procedures to streamline operations and troubleshoot all IT related
issues.
Created SOP's and training guides for projects involving multi-departmental coordination.

Quality Assurance/Systems Manager

Tatum Manufacturing | 2005 - 2008

From scratch created a highly successful Quality Assurance department that consistently
exceeded goals for all quality metrics.
Hired, trained and managed the Quality Assurance team of up to 12 employees resulting in
eﬀective integration of processes.
Tracked and reported quality metrics for the department in a clear and concise manner to
senior management to use for performance reviews.
Authored, edited, and ensured proper implementation of quality manual and process
procedures with regard to production.
Successfully created and maintained all issues with a plant wide equipment calibration
system.
Established and implemented preventive and corrective actions to eliminate the root
causes of poor quality.

Quality Assurance Manager

HydroSpa | 2005 - 2008

Created and implemented all 3D AutoCAD assembly drawings for production.
Authored, edited, and ensured proper implementation of quality manual and process
procedures with regard to production.
Oversaw strong management of a high-profile department consisting of quality inspectors
and auditors.
Established and implemented preventive and corrective actions to eliminate the root
causes of poor quality.

HTML 5
CSS 3
JavaScript
Sass
WordPress
Illustrator
JavaScript
Sass
WordPress
Illustrator

EDUCATION
ASSOCIATES OF APPLIED
SCIENCE IN ELECTRONICS
AND COMPUTER
ENGINEERING

INTERESTS
Computers
Geo-Caching
Theme Parks
Philanthropy

